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Blast
from the
past
Two recent photo books revel in our
collective nostalgia for days gone by.
Peter Dench takes a closer look
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the sounds, smells and tastes of
decades ago. To many, these kind
of images may be mundane. To me,
they are monumental, clues to what
once was.
Recently, at a wake, the mood was
understandably solemn. Families
fidgeted, trying to remember who
was who and when they last met.
Someone opened a drawer
brimming with old family
photographs and plucked one out.
Slowly, the memories came sifting
back; the room became animated
and whole. Each month, I sit down
with my daughter and order 50
physical prints via an app from her
phone, as I want her to have that
drawer full of memories. Our
home fridge-freezer is an altar to
Mediterranean beach holidays,
although it’s the photographs
of other families riding the log
flume that I’m always tempted
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e are currently
living a life of social
distancing and
isolation. Many
people are vulnerable, scared and
alone. Families are separated,
for how long no one is certain.
I’m increasingly retreating to the
family photo albums to connect
with absent loved ones. I’ve a
Dench dozen of go-to snaps from
my childhood, each one a soaked
sponge of memories: feeding the
pigeons in Trafalgar Square; stood
to attention at Horse Guards
Parade; wearing a self-made red,
white and blue paper hat for the
Queen’s Silver Jubilee celebrations;
holding up an Action Man army
jeep on Christmas day; and dangling
a tiddler caught on a makeshift
stick fishing rod on holiday in the
Norfolk Broads. Looking through
the images, I can instantly retrieve
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to buy. A key part of my life
as a photojournalist involves
trying to access and peer into the
lives of others – this fascination
hasn’t waned.
In 2017, on a whim, London-born,
award-winning film director Lee
Shulman purchased a set of around
500 35mm Kodachrome slides. Five
hundred became 5,000, became
50,000 became 500,000. ‘It’s now
more like 850,000,’ he says from
his home in the south of France,
as we speak on the phone during
coronavirus lockdown. Along with
the help of his friend and head of
development Emmanuelle Halkin,
Lee has edited 12,000 for his
collection, The Anonymous Project.
A submission to the project could be
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thousands of slides from which a few
are chosen, or it could be 20 slides,
all of which make the collection.
‘I’m that generation that went
from analogue to digital,’ says Lee.
‘I’m a film-maker, my whole DNA
is storytelling. At film school we
used slide photography, and I fell
in love with projecting it – it’s a very
cinematic experience. The quality
of the image speaks for itself – they
really are extraordinary in terms of
colours. When I pick up a slide, it’s
inert, but the minute I hold it up to
the light, it comes alive.’
Landscapes are edited out
(although everything edited out is
kept), so people take centre stage.
The slides date from the late 1930s
through to the 1980s. In addition to

A small selection
from the hundreds
of thousands of
images that make
up The Anonymous
Project, the unique
private collection of
Lee Shulman

the slides Lee purchases online and
at markets, the archive has largely
grown from donations, often
accompanied by a note about
the set. The Anonymous Project
is an overwhelming, sumptuous,
smothering hug of a family album.
The collection spawns themes
that remain constant through
the decades: celebratory cakes,
home life, kids, pets, friends, trips
to the seaside and many occasions
in between. ‘Those intimate
moments in life are really special,’
he says. ‘There’s something about
the connection between the
photographer and the subject that
is so magic. When you have a
daughter looking at her father, or
a lovers’ gaze, you know something’s
13 June 2020 I www.amateurphotographer.co.uk

‘The Anonymous Project is an overwhelming,
sumptuous, smothering hug of a family album’
going on, there’s an amazing
emotional and electrical charge
between that type of photography
I’ve always thought extraordinary.’

Middle class

There are a few slides from AfricanAmerican families and some from
Africa of a wealthy Ghanian family
connected to gold mining. However,
most of the images are of white and
middle-class Americans, because
photography was an expensive
hobby. It involved buying a good
camera and the slide film, sending
www.amateurphotographer.co.uk I 13 June 2020

it off for processing and having a
projector to view the images (this
was the ultra-high definition of the
time). Lee has received a few slides
of nudes, but nothing too explicit.
What has shocked him is slides of
blacked-up white faces from the
1950s. There is, of course, lots of
drinking alcohol: ‘One of the
pictures I love is of two old ladies,
one is showing her knickers drunk
on the floor. What’s brilliant is I
have the whole evening – it starts
off with them having tea.’
Around 300 images have been

Midcentury Memories:
The Anonymous Project
is published by Taschen,
RRP £40, ISBN
978-3-8365-7584-3.
Visit taschen.com

edited for the 280-page hardcover
book, Midcentury Memories,
published by Taschen. The sequence
tells the simple story of life through
different people, from toddlers to
teens, middle to old age. ‘I think we
can learn an enormous amount
about ourselves,’ Lee says. ‘We can
often find similarities between
these images and those we take
today. I often look at the images
I take of my own family and see so
many instances that are almost
identical. I believe we all have the
same aspirations and hopes for
ourselves and our loved ones. Times
have changed, but in the end, we all
strive for the same goals. It’s quite
comforting on a humanist
level. Different but the same.’
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A life uncovered

Artist, designer and
collaborator Alan J Ward also made
a whimsical purchase from eBay,
not of slides, but around 230 glass
negatives dating from 1914 to the
1950s. ‘I started to look at them
and realised I could identify
photographs from Merseyside and
the river Mersey,’ he explains. ‘I then
became interested in trying to
locate other pictures and to work
out who all the characters were.’
Forensically scouring the
photographs for clues – a name
engraved on a trophy for the
Liverpool Miniature Rifle
Association’s Ambidextrous
Challenge and a Masonic message
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on a ceramic jug – Alan was
introduced to the life and family of
Sydney J Gearing. Sydney worked
as assistant to the chief engineer of
Mersey Docks and Harbour Board.
This is reflected in images captured
on his quarter-plate Cameo camera,
manufactured by W Butcher &
Sons. He photographed engineering
achievements such as Locomotive
W687 on swing bridge, on Riverside
Spur; Engineering equipment from
Chester Hydraulic Company; and
the SS København departing
Liverpool. He also photographed
objects: rifles; Samurai swords on
a shield; bullet crossbow hung on
a sheet; the cover of Blue Peter
magazine. Then, he photographed

The colour
photographs are
by Alan Ward. He
felt compelled
to contribute
them alongside
the black & white
pictures from the
Gearing Archive

the people around him: his father
Simeon posing in the back garden of
the family home at Rosebery Avenue
with his dalmatian dog Prince; a
sprinting man in an athletics strip;
the Liscard Second XI cricket team;
his naked baby daughter Ruth.
Alan eventually met Ruth and her
family, and they showed him the
original prints from their family
album, which had been produced
from the negatives he acquired
online. ‘They looked different to my
scans,’ he reveals. ‘They were
browned with time, and had a
different visual aesthetic. How
stories get handed down through
time, or how they are remembered
within families can become quite
13 June 2020 I www.amateurphotographer.co.uk

distorted and removed from actual
truth.’ He was able to reveal new
truths and stories from his research
and the family was able to confirm
most of his findings. The two-way
process has brought them close.
That’s what photography can do –
unite strangers, strengthen families.
A selection of Sydney’s
photographs, along with contextual
images, are published in the book
Photographs From Another Place
(Dewi Lewis Publishing). Through
investigating Sydney’s life, Alan
discovered parallels with his own.
His father is a Norfolk boy, Sydney’s
mother a Norfolk girl. Sydney’s
sister died of cancer, Alan lost
a brother to leukemia. He felt
www.amateurphotographer.co.uk I 13 June 2020

compelled to contribute a set
of colour photographs that
complement Sydney’s. Using his
Sony Alpha 7R, he inhabited the
landscape and locations that Sydney
had documented, including
Rosebery Avenue, where he
photographed current resident
Marie and dog Princess (another
coincidence). It’s not a then-andnow book – it’s a book that asks
the viewer to look closely at their
own, everyday surroundings in
an intimate way.
The slides in Midcentury
Memories are scanned, cleaned and
published uncropped with their
perfect imperfections – an obscure
hand, the odd scratch or burn, each

Photographs from
Another Place is
published by Dewi Lewis
in conjunction with Axis
Projects, RRP £30, ISBN
978-1-911306-52-8.
Visit dewilewis.com

as unique as a miniature painting.
For Photographs From Another
Place, many hours were spent
digitally improving the negatives
that had been damaged or faded
through time. It’s how Sydney
would have seen them and wanted
them to be seen.
In both books, there is a mournful
tinge of change, loss and the passing
of time. However, they are both
abundantly joyful and intimate. In
reviving and releasing these
archives for a new audience, we
learn about our differences but
more importantly, at a time of
global health and economic crisis,
these memories are a reminder
of what binds humanity.
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